
THE PROBLEMS US
PARENTS HAVE

MANAGING TECH!
 

It is extremely hard. You are not
alone. But You really need to see

yourself as the boss!
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https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/research/report/2016_csm_technology_addiction_
executive_summary.pdf



We are living in a different world

Our parents didn't have to deal with this, we are a
much busier generation and WE have info

overload and dopamine issues

IMPORTANT THINGS TO CONSIDER
Designed to be addictive

And it IS addictive. I believe this is what we
have to remember. It's not them, it's not us,

it's what it is.

We never had a childhood
experience with technology

We need to keep this in mind ALL the time.
We don't know how it feels to be them

Dopamine, FOMO & info overload

Remember that behaviour, stress, anxiety
and shut down is often down to this, not

them

It's not all doom and gloom

The tech battle is real but let's make this
expansive! Our job is not to take our kids off their
tech completely. It's helping them to be on it less

They watch you more than you
realise and have seen YOU on tech

Look at your own tech use as well as theirs. Hybrid
working, work-life boundaries, your tech habits;

"Dad takes the Ipad in the loo why can't I?"



A lot of our generation of parents
like to be liked by their kids

Many struggle with discipline and  tough love

IMPORTANT Things to consider
A LOT more connection with friends

And it IS addictive. I believe this is what we
have to remember. It's not them, it's not us,

it's what it is.

Parents too tired to deal with tech
withdrawal

We can give in too easy and many
 kids know this!

Fear of upsetting kids post
lockdown

Wobbled, fractious kids with dopamine
addiction and cotton wool/ frazzled 

 parents
You can't control what they take in

We have literally SO little control of this. 

Kids have access to parents more!

Client's children calling them at work from school,
the impact for both is huge

There's a lot of pressure!

For kids at school AND within families



My family values

Kindness, fun, love, laughter, positive, happy
& upbeat, teamwork, respect, connection,

patience, understanding, exercise /
movement,  nature / outdoors, community

MY APPROACH
I am the boss 

I pay for the phone and wifi, it is my phone. I
choose how much time they have on it, what

they use their phones for

I am a friendly boss!

I don't nag, I don't shout, I explain, I inspire, I
listen and I lead by example

I see myself as a pioneer for them to
have a great life experience

I want my children to have great mental
health and self-esteem, to have really great

life skills, to enjoy life to the maximum

Teamwork

I use WE a lot. We have team meetings. We
have family rules. I put my hand up and say
"too much tech for me today, let me put it

away"

Mary Poppins

Firm, fun, fair and I always follow through



 

 

MY APPROACH
The tech sandwich!

Tech is always sandwiched between family
fun / connection, exercise, chores, going out

I have very good work-life
boundaries & general boundaries

I don't work in the evenings, I'm not on
Whatsaap groups

I am not a slave to tech

I have lots of time off social media, I don't
have my phone in the mornings, I hardly use

APPS, I have an old IPad for music

I do use taking technology away for
bad behaviour

And this can be up to a week

I announce tech free time as I see
we need it

This can be totally ad-hoc. It can be just
because or as a result of tech taking over

When behaviour drops or a "need /
stress to use" increases, I take

action fast

If it becomes more than a 'I'd really like to go
on it", it's my job to intervene



MY APPROACH
Non-negotiables

No phones after 8pm, no phones in the car,
no phones in the toilet, no Xbox after dinner,

phones charge downstairs overnight

Temporary timetables

I tend not to have a timetable each day /
week unless I think I need to put one in tor

reset some habits

I have a lot of great tech free
activities and tech free positive

Basket ball hoop, old fashioned games, we
go out in the evenings after dinner a lot, we

play games, we draw together

I won't be nagged for tech by my
teens

Demanding tech equals more tech free
time... I am the boss

I know my tech no-no's

My kids can't text me from their room to ask
for things for example. If I think they are

genuinely well enough to go to school, I say
they can stay home but there is no tech at

all - that changes a lot!

I don't use tech as a reward 
for chores

Chores are something that are done from
being part of a family



I've have insight from my work

I've seen a lot of the back of house scenarios in
hundreds of families

MY MAP OF THE WORLD
There is only me

I don't have a husband / partner and I have
always managed tech well from the start

I have twins

Less of a need to be connected to others,
they always have someone in person to talk
to, although they do have different interests

and friends

I am extremely engaged and
present in my home

Evenings are all about family time and we
are all in bed by 9pm!

I have a very good relationship with
my children

A lot of tech use and tech withdrawal can be
exacerbated with challenging relationships. Some
clients, I work on relationship first, tech second  

I am very calm with good
communication skills and mindset

And I am confident at managing it. AND
taking backlash with my 'bubble suit'



Get clarity on what your objective is

We will explore these in later calls, but clarity
breeds calm and confidence

Where TO START
We need to keep rolling the film

forwards

Be clear of the consequences further down
the line - T Junction analogy

Create some headspace

And allocate some proper time to 
be 'ON' this stuff

Choose your hard

Hard with them on it too much, also can be
hard with them off it (withdrawal or your

energy needed!)

You CAN create changes easily 
and enjoyably!

And I will show you how

Get yourself in a good place!

When your cup is more full, your ability to make
good decisions, communicate well, deal with

opposition etc. all goes up



Get clarity on what your objective is

We will explore these in later calls, but clarity
breeds calm and confidence

Where TO START
Put your blinkers on

Do NOT worry what others are doing, what I
do, keep focusing on you

But sometimes big can best

One Mum in Exeter said "That's it - no
phones" because it had got so bad

Start with small steps

The smaller the better for many families

Don't make up stories in your head

Fear and WHAT-IFS and how, can become all
consuming. You're here, you are supported, play
the Disney movie version of events in your head

Get yourself in a good place!

When your cup is fuller, your ability to make good
decisions, communicate well, deal with opposition

etc. all increasesPick your battles

Don't change everything at once!



WHERE TO START
 

Without judgement! Think about your
own personal challenges as a parent of

your child/ren

We are NOT making changes here, but just bringing to your awareness of things
that might not be working for you. Or, things that cause you stress and upset as a

tech-parent. Start to look at family habits you have that you might want to
address, acknowledge any fears and worries. Look at roadblocks you have. This

could be influences from others (on your children), partners not being on the same
page (impacting you). Remember I will be sharing lots of techniques to help you!


